CHANGING PERSPECTIVES
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NEW VIEWS ON VENICE
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Aerial view

the view that awaits
But most of these changes are carefully hiddenplaced out of sight- however possible. In the essence
a lot of theatre can be played in a city with narrow alleys- the sight out to the lagoon is mostly directed and
formatted for a “nice view”. On the other hand there
are some views of Venice that in some eyes might not
be so nice and attractive. Most infrastructure needed for
traveling and staying in Venice, the infrastructure necessary for the larger country of italy, - it is all hidden from
the common traveler coming here.

venice
The nicest way to travel to Venice is by boat. The way
it was conceived to be. But we travel different now even this surreal city has adapted its gateways to
new means of travel. But it has changed its image and it
has made it a lot more accessible for anyone with a little
change to spare.
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Situation
1 : 500

We arrive in Venice today by all kinds of means of travel.
And because we have become many and Venice has
adapted itself to attract all kinds of travelers- from culture-tourists to film-tourist to history-tourists to pensiontourists to trend-tourists- it has also not only changed
itself, but far more also its surroundings.

Traveling to venice should also have to do with responsibility. Responsibility for a cultural heritage which has
contributed to where we are now. Coming here can not
be for a museal pleasure alone. There should be a constructive contention when coming to Venice. Being
able to see Venice in perspective of what is happening
globally, what is happening to the city and how every
single traveler or person coming is handling these aspects. But in order to do this in a constructive spirit, we
can not only look at venice through formatted or directed views that were especially planned and designed to
have primarily nice and beautiful experiences in Venice.
WE HAVE TO CHANGE PERSPECTIVE. And changing these perspectives has to be attractive - it has to be
intuitively and in an undistracted fashion.

change
In order to change the perspective, we have to change
our point of reference. We need to change the heightto have a better oversight and a relation to our greater
surroundings. It gives us a better insight and a better
orientation. It is attractive. This new point of reference
should be attractive- so we are able to ponder and contemplate. We have to be undistracted in order to focus
critically.
In order to focus, we also have to focus our view. It
should also be undistracted- so assisting in this is a formatted view - similar to those that are common in venice. But now we are focusing not only on beautiful sights
but also on critical sights. for being in venice responsibly means relating your being there to the situation of
what is happening to venice and its surroundings. And
how we come there. And how we behave when being there. What we should accept of the development
happening there and what we should rather neglect.

the new view
In order to assist this relation, some of the critical views
we can experience in this proposed concept, will be
put directly next to views that are classical for venice
and very attractive. It is a suggestive proposition- but it
assists a critical thinking towards the images.
The concept also aids in relieving a critical development
of having people sit down in the wrong places in venice- especially at Santa Lucia station. The steps leading
to a new view of the city, they provide a situation where
one can feel free to settle down and contemplate. Or
have an undistracted discourse about the city. Or share
thoughts of Venice with friends. And have a new view
on the city and spend a nice morning or evening above
or half-way above the city. The critical discourse on
Venice needs not only new views on the city, but
also an immediate and comfortable situation where
you can conduct it.
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NOW: ARRIVING IN VENICE BY TRAIN
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FIRST STEPS

Many tourists that come to Venice, arrive by train. The trainride to the
city goes across the lagoon on the bridge. When finally arriving at the
Santa Lucia Station there is no relation to the way travelled. The visitor
is immediatly submerged in the city of Venice and the situation of
being on the open water is not directly relateable as the view back to
the mainland is blocked by the stations building.
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THE FIRST IMPRESSION

Grundriss

The staircases infront of the station are an attractive situation to settle and
ponder about the first steps into the city. However, the steps infront of the
station often cause conflicts when seated people are in the way of moving
people going out an in of the station. Also the steps on the water front to
the canal, are fairly unattractive as waterspray by the moving boats get the
steps wet.
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Attractive and cosume-free resting spots are scarce in the city. Creating
more of this necessary space was a first design aspect.
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INTERVENTION: IMPROVING THE SITUATION
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USING EXCISTING SPACES

The square of Santa Lucia, is an open and well created space. It was
clear that preserving as much space as possible would be another
important aspect. Using existing spaces on the rooftops of the
trainstation and lifting the visitor to a level where he can relate his
location by changing the perspective was an attractive combination.
The square would be preserved to a great extend and using the
different formats and topographies on top of the conglomerations of
the building could be combined to a fluent pathway.

THE PATHWAY AND THE EXPERIENCE
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STAIRCASES

THE SPYHOLES

THE NEW PORTAL

The resting place, a space to sit down, to discuss and meet.
A staircase that slowly lifts you from the ground, with a
whole new view on the square.

A wall with hard to reach views, places that are not to be
seen reveal themselves in segmented openings - a first
relativation to how you arrive in Venice today.

The portal is a transitionary opening back to the view of
the Santa Lucia square- the new views from the top are
contrasted with a new view of the square.
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DISCUSSION PLATFORM
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A platform that accomodates a small café, a podium
discussion or public talks. Being above the city but in
relation with reality.
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THE REFLECTION SPACE

BACK TO THE WATER

A place to stand, a place to view all kinds of approaches
on Venice. The white wall across the bensch used as
projection space, exhibition space or simply as a reflection
surface of the sun.

When talking on venice and walking, touching the water at
one point or the other seems logical. A quite space to sit at
the water- a place mostly missing in venice. How come?
There is water all around...
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Using the square and the movement of the greater mass of visitors
and tourists, defined the starting point of the passageway to be
created. Important was to have a continuous walkway, allowing to
travewl most of the different roof levels and giving as many different
perspectives as possible to the sourroundings. The track is designed
in such a manner that the visitor arrives at a completly different point
as where he left off - giving the chance to see locations on the Santa
Lucia square that were little focused on.

THE NEW LOOK-OUT
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THE TRANSITION ROOM

THE NEW LOOK-OUT

THE VISION ROOM

The aspect of having a fairly closed up square situation in front of
the station is not always unattractive- it concentrates the view on the
direct sourroundings and fades out what is not to be seen. But when
looking on venice, being in Venice - it is intresting to relate oneself
being there.

The room is a funnel that accelerates the speed of
movement through slanted walls and floors. It changes the
angle and suggorates a science-fictional transition to the
other side.

The full view of everything around, all the not to be seen
things, the port of cruiseship tourists, the port of mestre,
the long bridge, the way you came, the open sea, Venice
and all the rooftops.

An introverted, shielded room- only allowing views into the
sky and a central platform to lie down and ponder into the
sky, developing visions of venice, for oneself, talking about
things that could happen, nothing to distract.

Being on the highest spot of the new pathway, gives you a greater
view- on many things in Venice: the way you came, the cruiseship
ports, the hazy backdrop of the mainland with its huge logistics ports,
the nice rooftops of Venice and the many tourists moving below.
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NEW PERSPECTIVES
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CONSTRUCTION
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EURO - PALLET

The palett is made of wood, is directly interchangeable
and can be recycled and reused several times. As
it is always produced in the same dimensions and
materials, it is a standardized building module. Its
design is conceived so that it can be accessed from all
four sides- making it easy to thread them on beams.
The dimensions of 80 cm x 120 cm, allow for different
recombinations and are small enough to form also
fine-detailed joints along the pathway.
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PLATFORMS

The walking platforms and connecting walkways
are made of several pallets linked to each other and
doubled up, to allow a greater spanwidth along with
gluelaminated timber beams.
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In the hollows, installations for different purposes, such
as electricity, pipes and water can be conducted.
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THE INTRODUCTION

THE MAIN COURSE

THE REFLECTION

The path across the roof of Santa Lucia, starts at the primary part of
Santa Lucia square (A) and ends at the `backdoor´ (H).

The walkways take you across tree-top level back to the main station
building. With another few steps you enter the transistion space and
open arrive at the backside of the building on the stage (D). After the
long rectangular square with the projection space on the left-hand
side and the sitting steps and benches on the right (E) you take the
next steps up to the highest point- the look-out (F). Scanning around
you see the small portal below on the right that takes you back to
the side of the square.

After passing through the portal the visitor sees himself back at the
main sight of the square from a very prominent posistion and looks
on to right to continue the path (G). After passing time on the rooftop pool, reflecting his impressions of the views on the water (H) he
will continue to the backside of the track to the visions-room where
he might develop his own concepts for how to deal with Venice.

The first staircase, lifts the viewer slowly off the ground and raises
him to a mid level (B) where the view to the Vaporetti station and
the top view of the square can be seen.

FILLING UP THE GAPS

In order to transform all the walking ways into filled up
surfaces, all the gaps between the pallet boards are filled
with small battens.
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WALKWAYS

The walkways are combined platforms with
longitudinal beams and crossed short beams.
Adjoining are verticaly tilted pallets, also threaded up
on longitudinal beams.
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THE STRIP

The height or length of the palletts with 120 cm allow for
a safe guard rail along all pathways. The sketchy surface
of adjoining pallets now becomes a dynamic, structured
but fairly plane surface that accomodates all kinds of
movement.
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COLORS
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MATERIALS

PVC- CANVAS

The canvas is semi-transluscent, can be tightend and losend easily and
is weather and bleachresistent in sunlight. Using the material there is a
certain guarantee for a continues light- and color intensity.

EURO-PALLETS

The materials timber is fairly weatherproof, can be easily altered and
rejoined in different segments to construct bigger structures.

GLUE LAMINATED TIMBER

Using glue-lamited beams for internal constructions, higher span-widths
can be reached and the primary construction is of continuous quality.

COLORIZED ROOF-LATHS

In order to structure and underline the dynamics of the entire path some of
the filling laths of the pallet-gaps are colored.

THE LIGHTING

SUPPORTING STRUCTURES

In order to construct supporting structures for walkways and suspended
bridges, Europalettes can be interlocked and screwed together like
brickwork.

SUPPORTING STRUCTURES

In order to construct supporting structures for walkways and suspended
bridges, Europalettes can be interlocked and screwed together like
brickwork.

INTERNAL LIGHTING

HIGHLIGHTED

All the lighting components are integrated into the secondary constructions like walls and covering
ceilings. The beams, used to thread the seperate pallets are used as a fixing surface. Cables and
covering cases can be directly screwed onto secondary construction components.

The construction of the walkways accomodates many different kinds of components - like seating
spots, stages and roof coverings.

The covering blue PVC spreads the sourcing light into a fairly broad and constant lighting intensity.

Parts that are logical to be lighted can be lightend out, other parts can receive only covering PVC
canvas to sustain the color and form-aspects of the construction.
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